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Methods,

described for

Abstract

based on the principles of neutron transport physics, are

formulating and solving discrete ordinates representations

of the general linear Boltzmann transport equation. In a first approach,

the transport equation is formulated directly in terms of discrete var-

iables, while in a second approach discrete ordinates equations are for-

mulated that are equivalent to generalized moment representations of the

_ic transport eqyation. Both formulations include general speci-

fications of the collision and fission sources. Selection of discrete or-

dinates singularquattraturecoefficients is described, and simplifications

of the transport equation (including diffusion theory) are outlined.

Solution techniques are described that combine the principles of neutron

conservation, flow attenuation, and

calcuktional simplicity. A sample

techniques discussed.

flux positivity with accuracy

problem is used to illustrate

snd

the
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PREFACE

This report is a first draft of Chapter III of “The Application of

Digital Computers to Problems in Reactor Physics,” a book edited by H.

Greenspsa, C. Kelbeq and D. Okrent and to be published by the Addison-

Wesley Publishing Company. The book is intended for use by advanced

graduate students in nuclear engineering, and

ter welcome suggestions for hprovement.

The material of this report includes and

Report LA-2x)6. On some topics it supersedes

port.

the authors of this chap-

mgments that of IOs Alsms

the material.h that re-
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CHAPTER III

TRANSPORT THEORY - THE METHOD OF DISCRETE ORDINATES

B. G. Carlson - K. D. Lathrop

Discrete ordinates equations for numerical.solution of the equations

describing neutron ensembles can be formulated in many ways. This chap-

ter describes methods, based on the principles of neutron transport phys-

ics, for formulating snd solving discrete ordinates equations. Physical

principles are used not only to insure correspondencebetween mathemat-

ical and physical descriptions of neutron trsnsport, but to insure and

accelerate convergence of the numerical.solution. That solutions con-

verge to the tne solutions of the problems posed is a conjecture,but

for the methods discussed below the conjecture is supportedby the prag-

matic test of numerical computing. That is to say, in a wide variety of

test problems, numerical results obtained with these methods have agreed

with exact solutions (when available); with other types of numerical so-

lutions; and, allowing for cross section uncertainties, with experiment.

We begin describing discrete ordinates methods by defining terms and

stating assumptions.

The goal of neutron transport theory is to determine a distribution

function *(Z, vQfJt). In the most general situations $ is a fhnction

of three position variables denoted by r~ two angular variables denoted

byQ the neutron speed, v, and the time, t. U these terms ~/v is the

neutron density distribution, the nuziberof neutrons per unit volume per

unit velocity (WJ) at the t. With several fundamental assumptions,
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conservation of neutrons is expressed, in terms of ~, by the hear

Boltzmann transport equation. Briefly, it is assumed a) that neutrons

flow without change of direction or speed until they either interact with

atomic

number

ations

nuclei in the domain of~ or escape from the domain> b) that the

of neutrons considered is large enough that statistics fluctu-

can be neglected and small.enough that neutron-neutron interac-

tions can be ignored, c) that neutrons do not appreciably alter the

medium with which they interact within the time intervals considered,

and d) that gymtum mechanical effects are unimportant. In what follows

these assumptions

applied even when

sxe made. However, the methods of this chapter maybe

some of the above assumptions do not hold.1’2

3.1 Formulation of Discrete Ordinates Equations tiTerms of Discrete

Variables

Discrete ordinates equations cm be written by applying difference

methods directly to the analytic form of the Boltzmann neutron transport

equation, but this approach has several disadvantages. The resulting

equations may conserve neutrons only in the limit of small intervals,

they may prove to be numerically unstable, or they may result ti complex

and unrealistic couplings among the various components of ~. Here, using

averages of ~ over & V$ &and ty the Boltz~ transPo~ equation is

derived for finite cells in

neutron conservation and by

general, nwerically stable

phase space. By constantly insis+xlngon

follcxdng the physical neutron fl~ simple,

difference equations are obtained. The
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averages of ~, which are

quently of direct use in

tween N and ~ is usually

denoted by subscripted quantities N, are pre-

applications;and the detailed connection be-

not explored. However, the approach here de-

scribed permits the orderly formulation of difference equations beginning

from representations of *.

The

3.1.1 Coordinate Systems

The domain of~ is defined by a set of non-overlapping msh cells.

volume of these cells is designated by V. 1 where the cen-
~~, J&, k~

tered subscripts locate the center of the cell, and i, &and k indicate

the position of the cell as measured in the coordinate system defined

by the components of ~. The areas of the cell su.rhces are indicated by

quantities with non-centered subscripts. For instsnce, the surface of

the cell that is a distance from the origin, and ~rpendicular to the

direction, indicated by i is written as
‘i,J+#j,k~”

Although not necessary, it is frequently convenient to adopt or-

thogonal coordinate systems in which mesh cells are defined by the int%?r-

section of the orthogonal surfaces of

rectangular (x,y,z) geometry the mesh

pipeds. A typical such ce~ is shown

the geometry. For instance, in

cells are rect~ parallel-

ingFig. III-1.

Fig. III-1

The volume of the above cell is V. 1 = (Xi+l - ‘i) (YJ+l - Yj)l+& j+& km

(zk+l - ~) = AX.LyOAz. The area of the cell

x direction at x = xi is A
i,j+&k~ = ‘*&”

face at x = x
i+l’ ‘i+l,j+&k+& is the same.

face perpendicular to the

The -a of the paradlel

The areas of the two faces
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perpendicular to the y axis, B I.
i~, j,k+ ‘d ‘i+&,j+l,k+& ‘e ‘“&; ad

the areasof the remaining faces, Cii+j,j%, k ~d ci.&,j+& k+l are &=@y.

Areas and

spherical

volume elements for orthogonal rectangular, cylindrics& and

geometries of varying dimnsionality are given in Table III-1.

Table III-1

although all three subscripts are used in the areas A, B, C

intervsls in the i

coortt!natesystems

direction. Ih the &Lscus-

of Table III-1 are con-

Note that

the actual areas are not, in general.,functions of all subscripts. The

range of subscripts is i= Oto IM, j= Oto JM, k= Oto KM with the

(O,O,O) triplet locating the origin. In this notation there - IM i-1

coordinate surfaces and IM

sions that follow, only the

sidered.

When orthogonal.geometric coortiate systems are used, the angular

variables cam be measured in a rectangular coordinate system (P,n,.5)

locally aligned with the unit vectors of the geometric system. Typical

such slLgnments are shown in Fig. III-2.

Fig. III-2

For a discrete direction& the components

-s =e pm} nm$ and % and these coordinates are the direction cosines

of ~. Consequently V:+ n:+ 3: = 1. The direction~ cm be picmd

as a point on the surface of a unit sphere with which a tiace area, wd

is associated. The Wm can then be assigned the role of angular quadrature

weights with the obvious requirement that the weights sum to the surface

area of the unit sphere. In the convention here adopted, M directions

of& along the M, n, and 3
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are chose% and angular sz’eassre measured in units of 41tso that
M
z Wm=l. In the ensuing derivation of discrete ordinates equations
m=’1
additional restrictions on the componenix of&and onthew arise. A

m

discussion of the selection of angular quadrature set’sis deferred until

these restrictions are obtained.

To complete the discrete representation of coordinates, speeds in

‘he -e ‘g+ ‘0 ‘g++ = ‘fe=d to= ‘d ‘= 1’2’”””’G’ ‘d

times in the range t = ts to t~+l are given the subscript s + &

s=

the

0,1,....s. While the smallest

smalll.estvalues of g represent

values of s

the largest

3.1.2 Iocal Averages of the Distribution

refer to smdkst

neutron speeds.

IUnction ~

times,

The first average of ~ that is needed is the average of $ in the

speed range v 1 to v
g% g+.& Q2iww” That is, the mul.tigroupapproxi-

mation is made. For convenience in handling integrations over speed,

the number of neutrons in the speed range, defined by Ng(~& t) =

~g(~f??t)(vg~ - vg~~ is used. That is, all the neutrons in the speed

range are treated as a unit. However, if it is necessary to t~at the

detailed speed variation (as in an age theory approximation), then the

number per unit speed, ~& would be used.

requires weighted speed averages of cross

iyes are available. Here, the averaging

the subscript g to cross sections.

In addition to the speed aversge of

but one of the ~ independent

The miltigroup approxhation

sections, for which mny rep-

rocess is indicated by affixing

*, several aversges of

w%riables are needed.

Ng over

!Ihese
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averages are denoted by a mibscripting convention in which the non-cen-

tered subscripts biicate which variable is not included in the ave~

aging process. For example, the average of N over the VOh of a mesh
g

cell,
‘ii-#j,j+, k+&

smd over the area on the unit directional sphere,

‘d at t = ‘S ‘s ‘itten ‘g,s,m,i+&j+&, k~” In this notation, i+&,

j+& k+& % md g are centired subscripts but s is not; and the average

N has the dimensions of neutron flux per unit volume per unit direction.

Similarly, in rectangular geometry, the average of N over the celd.face
g

atx= xi, over the direction -e Wm~ ad fie *@ r-e At = t8+1 - t~

is written N where i is the only non-centered sub-
g,s+& m,i,j+& k+&

script and N has the dimensions of neutron flux per unit srea, per unit

direction, per unit time. Rectangular geometry requires six averages

of N over cell faces, directions, and time; one average of N over the

ceSL volume, directions, and time; and two averages over vow and

directions at fixed times. Cuned geometries regyire additional aver-

*
ages of Ng, over time and volume at the “edges” of a tiection celJ..

AU these averages 8re unknown functions in the discrete form of the

transport equation, and difference relations axe rewired to bslance the

number of unknowns with the number of equations to be solved.

*
The meaning of a direction cell “edge” is clarified beti in the treat-
ment of neutron angular redistribution.
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3.1.3

Within

neutrons is

The Neutron Transport Egpation in Three-Dimensional

RectanguLU Geometry

the cell of Fig. III-1 the rate of chsmge of the ntier of

the difference between the population increase, due to flows

from adjoining cells and sources, sad the decrease, due to flows to ad-

joining cells and collisions (direction,tier, or speed altering) in

the cell. The difference between the nunber of neutrons in the cell,

in the direction range denoted by m, at times ts and t~y is, in terms

of averages defined above,

w (N
m g,S+l,mji+} %& k+ -N

g,s,m,i+& j4,k~)vi+& $&k+#vg
(3-1)

min

The number of neutrons crossing a cell

time At is the product of the aversge

the cosine of the singlebetween the surface

rection, the smgulsr area, the celJ surface

face in the direction range

flux at the cell.surface,

normsl and the neutron di-

area, and the time interval.

In rectangular geometry the orientation of the angular coordinate sys-

tem is such

the neutron

that the cosines of the angles between surface normals and

direction ~ just the direction cosines of the angukr co-

ordinate system. Picking, for convenience, a di.mction& such that

LLmyqm~ ~d gm - positive) the flow of neutrons into the cell of

Fig. III-1 is
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+-

+

‘rnNmAi,j+&,k~Ng, s+& ~ i,J*, k@At +

‘mVmBi-& j,k@Ng, s~, m,i+& j,k~At +

‘m~mci+& j+& kNg,s+& m,i+& j+& kAt

For the ssznedirection the flow of neutrons out of the celJ.is——

‘mpmAi+l,j+& k~Ng, s+)!j,m,i+l,j+& ki$At+

(3-2)

(3-3)

With the number of source neutrons produced in the cell per unit

volume, per unit &irection, per unit time indicated by the average

sg,s+& w i-& ji-&k+&
the number of source neutrons released in the

ceU. is

(3-4)

The above source is taken to include the collision source, that is, those

neutrons that arrive in the direction and speed ranges considered as a
*

result of collisions in other speed and direction ranges. The de-

tailed treatment of the souxce term is discussed in Section 3.1.~ below.

*
The concept cau be generalized to include neutrons emitted at earlier
time intervals which srrive in the time range considered, i.e., delayed
neutrons.
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The number of neutrons removed from the celJ.by collisions is the

product of the total.macroscopic cross section, the average flux in the

cell.,the angular a.ma, the cell.vo~ and the time invervsl:

W(7 Nm g,s+& i+& J+&,k+ v. 1 At
g,s+& ~ i+&,J&, k~ z~, j~, k~ (3-5)

Equating the change of the cell.neutron number, Eq. (3-l), to gains,

Eqs. (3-2) and (3-4), minus losses, Eqs. (3-3) aud (3-5), gives a con-

servation relation for a finite cell:

(N~+l - N5)V/vAt = I.L(AiNi- Ai+lNi+l) + ~(BjNj - ‘j+lNj+l
)+

+ ~(ckNk - ck+lNk+l)+ SV-(SNV
(3-6)

In equation (3-6) each term was divided by wmAt. Also, only the non-

centered subscripts are indicated, a convention which is henceforth

adopted except when a particular coordinate dependence is emphasized.

However, it is to

(3-6) depend upon

(3-U to (3-5).

be understood that, h general,

the full range of subscripts as

the gymntities of Eq.

indicated h Eqs.

E~ation (3-6) is an exact statement of neutron conservation for a

finite celd.with each term having swell-defined physical.interpretation.

With the definitions of the area and volume elements in rectangdar geom-

elw,llq. (3-6) can be written

NS+l - Ns M(Ni+l - Ni)

vAt + &

n(Nj+l- N.) @k+~ - Nk)
+ &+ &

+(JN=S

(3-7)
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or, in the limit of vauishingly small coordinate intervals,

$ %+%+%+%+”””
(3-8)

which is the analytic form

mlti~oup approximation.

of the neutron transport equation in the

3.1.4 The Neutron Transport Equation in Curved Geometries

In a sense, Cartesism geometry is anoxd.ous becsuse it is not

curved. In curved geometries the orientation of the angular coordinate

system changes with geometrical position. Thus, as a neutron travels

through the system, the magnitude of its angul.zurcoordinates is con-

stantly chsnging even though the neutron does not physically change

direction. In effect, the neutron is being trusferred from di-

rection to direction h the process of streaming, and some provision

must be made for this trsnsfer. W the analytic form of the neutron

transport equation, the angular derivatives

transfers, and direct difierenchg of these

form difference equations. However, such a

neutron conservation so carefully preserved

account for directions.

derivatives can be used to

procedure can destroy the

inEq. (3-6). Moreover,

direct differencing can produce strong directional coupling - physic-

improbable - and may lead to tedious iterative solution. For exsmple,

Eq. (3-6) involves the unknownN for a single direction subscript m,

but treatment of directional transfer may introduce unknowns depending

upon several values of m (cf. Section 3.2.2). An artifice which main-



tains neutron conservation sad permits minimal directional.cou@Ling is the

fol.1.uwing. Equation (3-6) is written in the stationary case, when cross

sections and external sources are time independent, for a geometry curved

in one direction, say cylindrical,giving

~(Ai+lNi+l-AiNi) + ~(Bj+lNj+l o BjN3)+ E(ck+lNk+l- ckNk)+

+ (a AN I. -c2
In+a q

N l)/Wm+ VCJN=VS
ma ~

(3-9)

In this equation the terms in a are introduced as flow terms tim the

“edges” or “surfaces” of the directional celd-. That is, in general.,

Nm~ is the average of the neutron fti h the ce~ volwne in the time

interval.At but in the direction m~, where the directions ~ define

the “edges” of the anguh range denoted bywm. ‘en) am~Nm-#jAt ‘s

the flow, due to angular redistribution, into the angular range being

considered and is directly snal.ogousto flow through the geomtric sur-

face of the cell. Division

The coefficientsa are

where uniform fluw when VUN

the geomet~ curved in only

bywmAt produces the terms ofEq. (3-9).

determinedly exsmining the case of every-

= vs. ‘Ibn,all Nrs are identical, and with

one direction B. = B and Ck+l = ~. The
J+l j

non-vanishing terms of Eq. (3-9) give a recursion relation for the a:

a.-a+=-wmVm(A.j+~-A )i

In order that the angular

terms must neither create

redistributionprocess

nor destroy neutrons.

(3-M)

be conservative, the a

mat is, when (3-9) is

St



multiplied by Wm and summed over m (“integrated” over directions) the

sum of the a terms

(3-U)

mst vanish. By ordering directions so that neutrons only flow out of

We first directional celJ.(a - O) and~-

(M = 0] Eq. (3-U.) vanishes for my

only flow into the last ce13.

1$ad neutron

maintained.

With positive Wm,

Vm increases uniformly

the desirsbl.eproperty

A
i-t-l> ‘i’

and direction sets

on the interval [-1,U, the a

of being non-negative so that

conservation is

ordered so that the

coefficientshave

terms in Eq. (3-9)

can actualdy be interpreted as directional.flows. ‘ltha~=%=O

the m sum of the left side of Eq. (3-10) vanishes. For consistency,

then, the right side m sum nmst ~sh, or

M
x wm~m = o (3-U)
m.1

which represents m additional constraint on the angular ~adrature coef-

ficients. However, Eq. (3-X2) is satisfied by any direction set sym-

metric with respect to the midpotit of the v range, and unsymmetric sets

are undesirable because computational.results are not invariant under

geometrical inversion. Symmetric sets slso guarantee that if a . 0,
k

then
%+&

is identically zero.

I-2
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In the limit of smaU intervals the above procedure reproduces the

-~ derivatives of tie ~aytic transport e~ation. For example, in

a one-dimensional,

P(Ai+lNi+l - AiNi)

v

spherically symmetric system Eq. (3-9) can be written

+
Vw
m

The first term is (see Table III-1)

3~(r~+lNi+1 - r~i)

(r~+l + r.r.
1 1+1 + r~)(ri+l - ri)

+uN=S (3-13)

(3-14)

in the limit of small intervals. The second term

suggests the derivative of the gpautity ON with respect to direction,

here designated by V. From Eq. (3-10)

- ama
ad ~= - ‘m(Ai+l -Ai) . 3V(ri+~ + ri)

Vwm v
-2 2
‘i+l + r.r

2 i+l + ‘i

In the limit this term gives aa/?3W= -2~r, or, by

-p2/r + constsnt. Eut a, in the limit, vanishes at

w rwe [a~ = ~ = 01, that is, at K = & Thus,
a

Eqyation (3-13) is then

(3-15)

integrating, a =

both ends of the

a = (1 - ~2)/r.

(3”3.6)
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which is the conservation form of the Boltzmann equation in a one-

&hnensioneJ.spherical geometry.

The point of the above procedure for determining a coefficients is

that the resulting expressions guarantee neutron conservation for finite

intervals, while a direct approach, saywitti the W= deri~tive

of (3.I..6)as

(3-17)

is unnecessarily restrictive becsuse when the above equation is mlti-

pliedbywm and summed over sll m it vanishes on.lywhen &=$.l.

h more genersl situations, direct differencing approaches maybe

more complicated as well as restrictive, but coefficients similar to the

C%can easily he determined. For exemple, if the geometry is curved in

two directions so that Bj+l#Bj, inadd.ition to the a, coefficients

definedby

(3-M)

(with PA = PM = 0) readily permit neutron consem.dng treatment of di-

rection to direction transfer.

3.1.5 IM’initicm of the Source Temn

me source term of Eq. (3-6) includes external sources, sources due

to fission)snd the scattering collision source.
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The external sources are here denoted by Qg,s*, m,i~, j+, k~

with dimensions of neutrons per unit time, per unit direction, per unit

volume, but not per unit speed, consistent with the definition of the

group flux. Experience has shown that external shell sources csn be

represented by narrow distributed sources, so that the main computational

problem in handling external.sources is finding storage space for what

may be a seven-dimensionalarray.

The fission source is assumed

tributes neutrons isotropically in

to result

direction

fkmm a process which dis-

but with a spect?xunof

energies. Because the process is isotropic the number (density) of

thfission neutrons produced in the g group is

Fg = (vaf)gfig

where (vaf)g is the

(3-19)

fission cross section times the mean rnmiberof neu-

trons per fission in group g and figis the average group flux

M
~g=ZwN

m=l m gm

●

or, what is the ssme thing, the zeroth (or isotropic) Legendre component

of the angular flux in terms of a discrete ordinates quadrature. The

total.number of fission neutrons released is the

groups, and the number released per group can be

duct of this sum and a fission spectrum, Xg,

sumof Fg over alJ.

rep~sented as the pro-



(3-~)

In the above conteti Xg is simply the fraction of the total number of

th
fission neutrons which enter the g group. A more general representa-

tion of the fission source can be made by assuming that the fission

spectrum is a function of the group in which the fission

8 h=l W “

in which X
@

is the fraction of

to fission in group h. lRwther

spectrum is material.,and hence

seldom are needed in practice.

11

neutrons produced in the

generalizations in which

spatially, dependent are

occurred. Thenj

(3-22)

th
g group due

the fission

possible, but

The scattering collision source is the sum, over sJJ.directions and

gI’OUPS~of the product of the angular flux in group h in direction m’

times the scattering cross section for tm.nsferring neutrons from di-

rection m’, group h, to direction m, group g,

(COUISION s~~)@ =

In anayltic terms, the

all initial directions

and the angular flux.

GM
z z %Oar ~ht
h=l m’=1

above equation represents

ad spee~ of the product

(3-23)

a double integrsl, over

of a transfer kernel

In discrete terms, the angular integration is de-

16

notedby the mt sum with weight wm,while the speed integration is indicated
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simply by the h q the speed “weight” being included in the definition

of N. Egpation (s-2s) is a very general treatment of anisotropic scat-

tering, but is one which has several computational disadvantages. The

transfer cross section as-f is at least a four-dimensional axray

which may also be a function of position. Equation (3-23) also re-

gpires that the angular flux for ad.1positions, groupsjand directions

be available. Together these two arrays pose a storage and manipulation

problem. ti addition,the complete transfer cross section is seldom

available and in many cases is not needed. E the order of the truncated

Legendre expsnsion, L, needed to represent the scattering function

L
OS(V?QI +@ = x ,* $ (Vt +-V)PZ(Q’”SJ

1=0
(s-24)

is less thsm M$ as it usually is, the colll.isionsource can be conveniently

represented by a Spherical.Harmonics expansion evaluated at the discrete

directions of the quadrature scheme used. In tiese te~%

represents the appropriate averages

remaining terms ~ from the expszL-

where 4YI iS included iZIW .
m ‘%

of u;(v’ +v) of Eq. (s-24] and the

sion of P1 (&’”&) in Legendre and associated Legendm polynomials and

*
For rectangular and cylindrical geometry. For spherical geometry.

~m+pm, ~m+~m, ~m+~m, (see mg, 111-2),



angular integrations. q is an angle such that

Certain terms of Eq. (3-25) are not needed if the system considered

possesses symmetries. For instance, in one-dimensional cylindrical or

in two-dimensional x-y geometry the angular fhx is even in lj,and the

integrations of the flux and polynomials odd in ~ are not required.

Equation (3-25) is relatively simple provided L is not large. When

1 = Othe isotropic portion ofEq. (3-25) is just

and, with some mmipulation the 1 = 1 term can be shown to be

where 1, J, and K are the cuments

Higher order terms have no such simple expressions.

(3-26)

(s-27)

(3-X)

Ill
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With the above definitions ad linearly sdsotropic scattering,

S of Eq. (3-4) is

G_G
s~=”Q=+X -+= ‘a;Nh + ~~1 ‘&h%g h=l

U—J.

In the solution of the

external sources are known,

transport equation

the fission source

from previous calculation of sJl-~orfhman

(3-$3)

in the gth group,

is assumed known, either

initial guess, but por-

tions of the cold.isionsource depend upon the fl.uxwhich is to be cal-

culated. !Ihatis, in group g, the average flux ad currents for other

pPs cm be Ss.su.medluwwn, but the average

group g are determined after the calculation

group g. This implies an iterative solution

flux and cuzzrentsfor

of the angular flux in

process, in which the source

is calculated from the best previous information, the egpation solve%

and the source recomputed. The control of this iterative process, de-

scribed in detail below, is facilitated by the fact that us
Ogg

appears

as part of the totsl cross section of Eq. (3-6) and as part of the

source term.
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3.2 Formulation of Discrete Ordinates Equations Directly From the

Analytic Form of the Neutron Transpo?% Equation

Although the preceding discrete ordinates equations are quite gen-

eral, it is useful to examine formulations made directly from analytic

representations of the transport egpation. For this purpose a gen-

eralized moment representation, including spherical harmonics as a

subcase, is considered; and the conditions necessary for equivalence

of a moments and a tiscrete ordinates representation are derived. By

establishing this equivalence valuable insights are obtained about

the structure of the equations derived h the previous section, and

guidance is provided in the selection of discrete ordinates quadrature

sets. KU essential points are made

monoenergetic, transport egpation in

by considering the stationary,

one-dimensional spherical geometry.

3.2.1 AGeneral.ized Moment Representation of the Transport EWation

The analytic neutron t-sport equation in sphericaL geo~try can

be written in conservation form as

(3-30)L@J4i!.+Aa[(l- ‘2)*]+@(r,~) . s(r,~)
r2 br r

au

For convenience, the source is limited to an isotropic efiernal.source,

Sf, isotropic fission, and a linearly anisotropic scattering source so

that
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Vcrf+ a: 1 3cy 1
S(r,w) = Sf(r) + a ~l*(r, w’)@’ + ~ {I v’v(r,y’)@’ ~

(3-31)

-So(r) + 3@l(r)

Defining a moment ~rator

fim=*{:v~”dP

such that ~m~ = ~m
.

ad applying Mm to Eq. (3-30) gives the moment equa-

tions, m = 0,1,...,

(3-32)

(3-33)

{

SJ (m+l),=
3sl/(m+2),

The first n of the above equations,

}

m even

m odd

m = 0,1,...,1,1, can be solved for

the moments ~m by analytic or numerical methods. First, however, the ~
n

mommt must be eliminated from the egyation for m = n-l to obtain an

equal.nuniberof equations and unknowns. This elimination is made using a

terminating condition obtained by assuming a representation for ~r, V)

as a fhnction of p. Letting ~ be represented in terms of n arbitrary coef-

ficients which may be functions of r and operating on the representation

with, id m = O to n, gives n+l relations which can be used to express

I

tn in’terms of the other ~ti m < n. With this relation solution of the
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moment egyations is Tossible; and the angular flux can be

from the moments; i.e., the arbitrary coefficients in the

reconstructed

assumed re-

presentation can be determined. As a siqple example of this procedure

consider the case of a homogeneous medium with

and fission source.

in mesa free paths,

~ + (r2$1) +

> ~ (r2$2) +

Then S1 = O and So = (VCf

the first two egpations of

*O = C*O

*(v2-*o)+*~=o

an isotropic scattering

+ 0:)$00 With r measured

(3-33) -

(3-34)

where c = (vuf + cr~)/u. *O is eliminated by representing ~(r,y) as a
u G

polynomial.with two undetermhed coefficients

(3-35)*(r,V) = so(r) + ~(r)v

.
When Mm is applied to ~ for m = O, 1, and 2 to obtain the relations

V()= so(r)

3w1 = ~(r) (3-36)

3$2 = so(r)

it is seen that

equation in Eq.

the last equation is satisfied if $2 = IYJS. US* this

(3-34) md e~ting vl gives
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(3-37)

the fsmiliar diffusion theory or PI spherical harmonics eqyation. The

application of boundary conditions now permits *O and $1 to be determined

(say for the sphere critical radius). The first two of the Eqs. (3-36)

then give a. and ~and hence the angular flmx inEq. (3-35).

The above procedure is quite general, particularly in the choice

of representations of ~. Three choices which readily permit coefficients

to be expressed in terms of $m are (a) a single polynomial of degree
n-1

n-1 over the w interval [-1,11: ~(r,V) = z am(r)~m; (b) two separate
m.()

polynomials, each of degree n/2 - 1, one on the rsage [-1,0], the other

on the range [0,1]; and (c) a sequence of step functions with n different

amplitudes over the interval [-1,1.I.Representation (a) is that of

Spherical Harmonics (cf. the exsmple with n=2 above), while (b) is similar

but not equivalent to Yvon’s (the double Iegendre) method and applies to

curved as well as rectangular geometries. In addition to the n amplitudes

of representation (c) the partitioning of the v interval gives extra de-

grees of freedom which sre, in effect, an implicit weight function for

the moment operator Eq. (3-32).

For a boundary condition of no incoming flux, Marshak

ditions sre most suitable, being expressible as moments of

conditions are, for odd m,

./~@vm$(r, v) = 0, r on the boundary

boundary con-

y. The Marshals

(3-38)
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The first of these is the condition of no tiward current, while the

higher order conditions can be interpreted by associating psrtial cur-

rents with each even order moment ~m. For the representation of Eq.

(3-35), the ~shek con~tion iS -aO(r)/2+ al(r)/3 = O Or 2*1(r) =

$O(r) forr on the sphere boundary.

The moments equations above maybe made more generalby including

a weight ftmction, with or without adjustable parameters, in the de-

finition of tire.However, only with au.nit weight function is the m=O

moment eqpation the neutron balance equation. Also, without a unit

weight function the Eqs. (3-33) become dependent

of the $ representation. A detailed description

equations for the three representations of ~ and

sional geometries is given in Reference 3.

upon the coefficients

of general.moments

for three one-Umen-

3.2.2 ~

LetEq. (3-30) be evsluatedatn discrete values of w = ~

k = -n/2, / and be written as.0.JOJ...)n2

3P.&

Pkl represents

(3-39)

the v dif-

ferentiation of $with coefficients to be determined. A reasonable con-

ditionfcr equivalence between the moments equations and the discrete rep-

resentation, Eq. (3-39),is that the terminating conditionbe satisfied.
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For the three

condition can

n/2

representations

be written, for

of $(r,V) discvssed above, the termi.nating

even n, as

(3-40)

But in terms of a discrete ordinates quadrature the moment ~m is

n/2
~m(r) = X

k=-n/2
wk~dk(r) (3-41)

so that Eq. (3-30) becomes, interchanging the order of the finite sums}

(3-42)

Egyation (3-42) is satisfied if the ~ are the (~ paired) roots of the
n/2

Polynotid z Cal$a = o. If a single polynomial representation of
m.()

~(r,V) is used, these roots are the roots of the Iegendre polynomials

q.$1’d”
Another condition for eqyivslence is that the moment egyations

(3-33) should be ob~~b~ by tie a~lication of the ~screte moment

operator

n/2
Mm= Z

k=-n/2 ‘k$
(3-43)

to .Eq. (3-39) fifi momentsIYmdef~d as ~ Eq. (3-41) c -r o~ration

with Mm, the right side of Eq. (3-38) is equivalent to the right side of
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I

Eqs. (3-33) if

n/2

‘kbti =
I/(a+ 1), m= 0,1,.O.,n/2

k=-z/2

and the left sides are identical if

n/2 n/2

m(~~l- Vm-l) = 2 ‘kg x ‘kl$l
k=-n/2 1=-n/2

or, rewriting both sides, if

that is, if for aid.1,

: Wk+kl ‘ .mwlll;-l(l-$

(3-44)

(3-45)

(3-4’6)

(3-47)

m= 0,1,...,1-1. IX Eg,s.(3-42), (3-44> and (3-47) are satisfied,with

discrete ordinates quadrature coefficients are determined, and the dis-

crete ordinates equations are equivalent to the moments equations. For

the representations of $(r,~) considered above and even n, Eq. (3-42)

determines the fi which sre symmetric with respect to p = O, Eq. (3-44)

determines all.the weights (ewal weights to symetric directions), and
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Eq. (3-46) determines the curvature coefficients.
*

monies moment equations the f3matrix is full. This

the detailed directional coupling of flux egyations

For spherical har-

is an exampb of

that can occur in

discrete ordinates representations (cf. Section 3.1.4). Note.,too, that

even if spherical harmonics weights ad directions are used in Eq. (3-9)

the formulation is not the same (becwse of the treatment of the curva-

ture term) unless NA and Nm~ are specially defined. In geometries

without curvature the two treatmentsszwthe same (assuming the sane ap-

plication of the boundary conditions).

The manipulations leading to Eq. (3-47) above point the wayto

extending the treatment of the curvature term developed in Section

3.1.4. That is, the singularcoupling there introduced caabe made more

complicatedwithout, however,

complete coupling matrix.

going to the extreme of introducing a

It should be noted that moments equations can also be formulated
without using the vehicle of polynomial representation. If an arbitrary
(but symmetric) quadrature set is selected and angular moments defined
as in Eq. (3-41), the first n/2 of the “even” equations [m . 0,2,....n-2
in Eq. (3-41)] can be solved for (Q 4-,) in terms of ~m and the re-
sults used in the m = n equation to o tain the coefficients, ~, of
the terminating condition, Eq. (3-40). At abare boundary (where
p-k = 0), Eq. (3-41) can be solved fork in terms of $m, meven, and
these results used in the odd m equations to obtain the Marshak bound-
ary conditions. From this point the procedures discussed in the text
are folluwed.

Given a moments representation, the procedure of the text produces
equivalent discrete ordinates equations. The point of this note is that
%@ents” representationswhich are equivalent to ~bitrary discrete
ordinates quadrature csm also be constructed. Whether direct solution
of shh moments equations is practicable has not been examined.
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When the

geometries by

variables, it

above analysis is extended to one-dimensional cylindrical

generalizing the moment operator to include two angular

is found that in order to satisfy all terminating con-

ditions, interesting n?strictions are imposed on the quadrature coef-

ficients.3 Although these restrictions have not been fully explored

they seem akin to symmetry restrictions which are discussed next.

3.3 Selection of Discrete Ordinates AnguI.arQuadrature Coefficients

Up to this point, directions have been indicated shplyby the

vector Am with components (Vm,~m,km). The weights associated with

the directions ~ sum to unity provided the surface area on the unit

directional sphere is measured in units of 4x. As also has been seen,

in curved geometries, some or all of the conditions

M M M
x Wm.lm= 0, Zlw~=o, Z1 wm~m = o
m=l m=l m m m=l

may be necessary to guarantee neutron conservation. Insuring

ical symmetries are satisfied imposes additional conditions.

ample, computations in a heterogeneous plane slab should give

(3-48)

that phys-

For ex-

results

which are invariant under geometries orientations of the slab. If the

slab consists of two regions, say a moderator and an absorber regiony

and the slab is oriented with the absorber

mesh tight be used in the moderator region

If then the absorber and moderator regions

on the right, a coarse spatisJ-

and a fine mesh in the absorber.

are interchanged,without
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changing the spatial mesh, it is unlikely that the same computational

result would be obtained. Such a difference would not have been possible if a

uniform spatial mesh had been used. While common sense dictates that

the spatial mesh should be reazmmged if the system components are inter-

changed, it is usually not possible or feasibb to make a similar re-

arrangement of the direction mesh. That is, while it is customary to

allow great freedom in the specification of the spatial mesh, it is also

customary to use the same direction mesh in all groups smd space cells.
*

Thus, to preserve computational invariance of solutions

transformations,the direction mesh itself must be made

geometric transformations.

under geometric

invariant under

To apply the above considerations in the general case of three-di-

mensional geometry consider a homogeneous cube. A 90° rotation of the

cube about the z axis is equivalent to

which also rotates the v axis into the

representationto remain the same, the

the positive qm. A second rotation of

a 90° spatial coordinate rotation

11axis. For the flux coordinate

positive Vm nmst be the same as

90° about the z axis shows that

the positive ym should be the same in magnitude as the negative Mm; i.e.,

the ~mnust be symmetric with respect to v . 0. Other rotations show

that the ~m must also be chosen from the same direction set as the Um.

*.
It is, of cuurse, possible to allow the direction
and position. The simplest variant is to allow a
theorder, n, of the angular quadrature.

set to be a fhnction of group
group dependence of



Thus, to preserve physical symmetry, gpadrature sets for angulsx inte-

gration in a cube must be chosen so that the pm, qm, and ljmare the

same and synmtrically located with res~ct to the origin. Hence, all.

of Eq,s.(3-48) are satisfied. If

duced, some symmetry restrictions

dimensional x-y geometry, one set

a different set may be used for ~w

the geometric dlmensionality is re-

can be relaxed. For exsmple, fn two-

must be used for both Wm and qm while

,“
Ju

With the same distribution of cosines on each axis, the directional

points on the surface of the unit sphere lie on latitudes,which leads to

a decided computational convenience. Foy except in one-dimensional slabs

and spheres, two independent variables are required for sngular quadra-

ture, and latitudinal point arrangement permits a two-dimensional quad-

rature to be accomplished as simply as a one-dimensional integration.

A typical, completely symmetric, latitudinal arrangement is shuwn in

Fig. III-3 where, along ~ latitudes, only v and q change,and since

fJ2+-E2

Ill

+?
2 = 1 only one vsriable is independent.

Ng . III-3

the arrangement of Fig. III-3 there are n(n + 2) points, n = 2,

4, 6..., on the surface of the unit sphere. ‘Ibisn is the subscript

of the commonly used Sn discrete ordinates scheme. As described here n

refers to a symmetry preserving point arrsagement and not to a specific

gyadrature set. Although such sets satisfy constraining conditions, de-

grees of freedom rema~and particular additional.conditions may be ti-

posed for specisl purposes.

30
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IX full symmetry is not required the latitudinal point

can be relaxed as well. However, the direct sum evaluation

arrangement

of a two-

dimensional angular integral can still be retained. For example, in

one-dimensional cylindrical geometry, points csm be arranged on E lat-

itudes, but not on v and q latitudes. In such geometry the point ar-

rangement of Fig. III-4 might be used in lieu of the symmetric arrange-

ment of Fig. III-3.

Fig. III-4

IX the geometry is not three-dimensional,all the points on the

unit sphere are not needed even if full symmetry is retained. For ins-

tance, in two-dimensionalx-y geometry, the flux is symmetric in E;and

only hslf the ~ range is needed, say the upper hemisphere. In one-di-

mensional cylindrical geometry the flux is symmetric in ~ and ~ so that

only a quadrant, containing the entire range of p, is needed. In gen-

eral, the number of points required in a completely symmetric arrange-

ment is

M = 2dn(n + 2)/8

where d is the geometric Ctimensionality.

spheres the flux is independent of ~ or ~

(3-49)

h one-dimensional slabs and

and then only M = n values of

v are needed.

With full symmetry,

cosines, the requirement

latitudinal point arrangement, and n direction

that
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(3-50)

becomes

222 =1
‘i + ‘j + ‘n/2-2-i-j (3-51)

Here, the subscripts refer to the coordinates of & /with i = lj2j3,....n 2,

j = 1,2,3,...,n/2-i+l. The correlation between the i and j subscripts

(ordering cosines on sm axis) and the subscript m (numbering points on

the unit sphere) may be made in auy convenient manner. For example,

when n = 8 (Fig. III-3) the point m = lmightbe taken to have coordi-

natesV=pl~?=~>and

In general, Eq. (3-51) is

2
Pi =

A=

as may be

IL:+ (i - l)A,

2(1 - 3<)/(n -

E = P4” Equation (3-51) is then2<+ v: = 1.

solved by

i=l,2, ...,n/2

2)

(3-52)

verified by direct substitution. Egpation (3-52) shuws how

strong the restraint of complete symmetry is, since only one direction

cosine remains independent. Selection

direction cosines slong the axes. For

along the ends of the interval [0,1].

sxe clustered nearer the middle of the

of ~ determines the spread of

sfl < cosines sre clustered

For larger < 1/3 the cosines4-

interval.

Symmetry also imposes conditions upon the number of independent

point weights, for the weights as well as directions must be invariant
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under geometric transformations. For n = 2 each point has the same

weight. That is, there me eight directions, one through the midpoint

of each sphere octant; and by requiring tiat weights be invariant under

90° degree rotations of the (v,~,~) coordinate system it is easily seen

that each weight must be the same. For n = 4 sgain all weights are equal,

and

n>

the

not

n<

for 2< n~ 12 there are n/2 - 1 independent point weights. For

12 the number of different point weights grows rapidly. In any case

freedom of Gaussian quadrature sets is not present. That is, it is

possible to correctly integrate the first 2n powers of V, but for

12 only n such moment conditions can be satisfied (the odd powers

of u are correctly integrated because the Vm are symmetrically located

4on [-1,1]).However, it can be shown that quadrature sets satisfying

Eq. (3-52) with

n/2 - 1, all n,

M.

the number of independent

also satisfy the relation

$

point weights restricted to

(3-53)

Symmetric sets which integrate as many even powers of v as possible are

given in IEference 5. For n> 22 negative weights, which are computa-

tionallyunde sirable, occur; but such large values of n are seldom re-

quired.

can

the

When complete symmetry is not regyired, many of the above restraints

be removed.5 In particular, in one-dimensional slabs and spheres,

integration reduces to gpadrature on the interval.[-1,1] for which
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Gaussian quadrature sets may be used. In these cases the flux is in-

dependent of T and ~ so that for a given v the point weights cam be

accumulated to produce “level” weights, the normal weights for int-

egration on a line. Gsuss-Legendre gpadrature on [-I-,1-Iis the famil-

*
iar Pn-l discrete ordinates system of quadrature. Separate GERMS.

Legendre qu-ature on [-1,O] and [0,I-Iis known as the double Legendre,

DPn/2-1>
system. For integration in one-dimensional cylinders or in

two-dimensional x-y geometry, P or DP ~adrature for ~ integration can

be combined with Tschebyscheff coefficients in the ~-q directions.

It should be emphasized that there is no opt- type of quadra-

ture for ad.1situations. Even in the simple case of a plsne homogeneous

skbs DP ~ ~ quadrature>
d-

while very accurate h thin slabs, is less ac-

curate thsm Pn-l quadrature in very thick slabs. This being the case,

the moment matching completely symmetric sets are preferred because of

their generality, =d special sets are reserved for the special.situa-

tions where they are most accurate. Moment matching is particularly

important if snisotipic scattering is approximated by a Legendm? poly-

nomial expsasion so that the polynomials can be integrated correctly.

That is, if the flux should be isotropic, all the Legendre moments ex-

cept the zeroth should vanish, and sets which integrate polynomials

guarantee this.

*
Remember, however, tiat the discrete ordinates formulation of Section
3.1.4 is not equivalent, in curved geometries, to the spherical hsr-
monics formulation of Section 3.2.2 unless the sane qmdrature coef-
ficients are used and the curvature flxxes as especially defined.
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Regardless of the quadrature set selected a problem solution should

be tested, just as in the evaluation of an integral, for dependence upon

the order of quadrature. However, solutions of the transport egyation

are more complicatedbecause spatial as well as angular quadrature is

involved. Experience has shown that errors involved in spatial.aud

WM Watiature are interdependent. Qualitatively, the error sur-

face is like a valley between two ridges. If error is plotted against

order of angular quadrature along one axis and order of spatial qmdra-

ture along an orthogonal axis, the ridges of the surface lie above these

axes. Hence, if a calculation gives a result in the error valley, both

quadrature must be refined to remain in this error valley. On the

other hand, for a given spatial mesh, refining the sagular quadrature

may actuell.yincrease the error, and conversely.

3.4 Approximations and Simplifications

In particular problems, or parts of problems, the entire panoply

of Eq. (3-6) or Eq. (3-9) may not be needed. Some methods that canbe

used to reduce complexity and computational effort are hen described.

3.4.1 The DifY’usionTheory Approximation

A difftmion theory representation of neutron transport is obtained

by letting n = 2 in Eq. (3-6) and assuming that Nm is linear in the di-

rection cosines
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Nm=fi+3&I+3vmJ+

When n = 2, there are eight directions corresponding

(3-54)

to two -es of

each of the direction cosines. When Eq. (3-54) is ?mltipliedbywm

and summed wer~the left side is~by the definition ofEq. (3-26).

The right side is X only if each weight is eqpal to 1/8 and only if the

two values of each direction cosine are equal.snd opposite in sign.

When Eq. (3-54) is multiplied by Wmum and summed the left side is I

by the definition of Eq. (3-28), but the right side gives I only if

J.?.1/3● That is, Eq. (3-53), sometimes called the &Mfusion theory

condition, must be satisfied. Similarly, V2 ad ~2 must be equal to

l/3 . All these conditions are met

set for n = 2 in which all weights

(cf. Eq. (3-50)).

by the completely symmetric direction

2
areequalandp2=~ =32=1/3

Reduction of Eq. (3-6) to a set of diffusion theory equations is

accomplished by procedures anslogous to those of enalytic theory. The

treatment of curvature terms, however, requires additional assumptions.

These not very

with Eq. (3-6)

restrictive assumptions sre illustrated by beginning

written for a geometry curved in the i direction.

(N~+l - N6)V/vAt -I-V(Ai+lNi+l - AiNi) + ~(Bj+lNj+I - B~Nj) +

+ ?(ck+lNk+l - CkNk) + (a IN 1 - ‘m~Nm~)/wm + aNV = Sv~~ (3-55)
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~ltiplying the above e~ation by Wm and summing over m gives, as for

say n, the neutron balance equation

(tis+l - fis)V/vAt+ Ai+lIi+l - AiIi + B
j+lJj+l - ‘jJj+

+ Ck+l%+l - ck~ + cffi. ~v (3-56)

Where ~ is the isotropic component of the source, ~ = Z wmSm. The next

step in the reduction is to obtain a current equation in the i direction

by nmltiplying Eq. (3-55) bywm~m

clearer by explicity defining the

N1=R-J31-J3J-J3K

N2=fi+J31-J3J.J3K

N3=fi-J31+J3J-J3K

Nb=~+~31+~3J-~3K

N5=R-J31-J3J+J3K

N6=~+~31-~3J+~3K

N7=i-J31+J3J+J3K

N8=f+J31+J3J+J3K

and summing. ‘Iheprocedure is made

eight directions, letting

(3-57)

Then, the sum ofwm~m times the first terms of Eq. (3-55) yields a

time difference of the current I. Because each V2 = l/~ the sum of

the terms involving v gives a spatial difference of the aversge flux,

while the terms contatiing q and ~ vanish as may be seen by inspecting

the ordering of signs ofEq. (3-57). !lheresulting current equation is

then
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+ Cirv= SIV

where S
I
= z Wmpmsm. lRromthe ordering

the definition of a, Eq. (3-10), the only

of M values in

non-vanishing

m=l,3,5, and7. At each of these values of m, Vm is

hence all the non-vanishing a’s are equal.. Then

But becsuse of the linear

)/2, or what is
‘ma

)/2 so that
‘M+3/2

c% N L) -i-m~ m-=

(3-58)

Eq. (3-57) and

ats are for

the ssme,and

assu.m@ion, Eq. (3-54), N* = (NW3/2 +

(3-59)

the same thing 2N~ = (Nm~ + Nm~)/2 + (NA +

(3-60)

Now, if the coefficients of the terms on the right of Eq. (3-54) sre

continuous,the average of the angulax flu.xis egpal the average of the

spatial flux, i.e., (Ni+l + Ni)/2 = (Nma + NW~)/2. With this as-

sumption Eq. (3-60) becomes~ ~i+l+fii). When multiplied by

(Ai - Ai+l)/3 this te~cmbe cotiined with tie similar term inEq.

(3-58) to give the current egyation

(1=1 - I~)V/vAt + A@i+l - fii)/6+ cIV = SIV (3-61)
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where A = Ai+l + A.. If there is no curvature Eq. (3-58) does not con-
1

tain the a term sum, but the absence of curvature implies Ai = Ai+l so

that Eqs. (3-58) and (3-61) are then consistent. TWO additional current

eqyations, obtained by m.dtiplying by wm~m or wm~m and summin~are given

by

(J
S+l - Js)V/vAt + B(fij+l- Nj)/6 + aJV = SJV

(Ks+l - Ks)V/vAt + C@k+l - Nk)/6 + dCV = SKV

(3-62)

Above, B = B.
J+l ‘Bjmdc=ck+l+ck

to include the possibility of

curvatures in these directions.

Equations (3-56), (3-61),and (3-62) are discrete analogs of the con-

sistent P-1 approximation; and, in the limit of small intervals, the

?311ZLl@iC forms are easily ob~~ed.

It is worth noting that only fuur linear combinations of the eight

S2 equations were needed to form the above equations. For geo~tric di-

mensionality d, the diffusion approximation converts 2d S2 equations into

d + 1 e~ations. Thus, for d> 1, the accuracy of the diffusion approxi-

mation is possibly less than that of the S2 equations. NUmerical results

for d = 2 tend to confirm this hypothesis;and the difference between the

two results is mch like the ditision theory error itself, decreasing

as the flux becomes more nearly isotropic. However, since it is possible

to cancel the within group scattering cross section from both sides of

Eq. (3-56), iterative procedures in diffusion theory are simpler. with
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the neglect of higher order angular resolution

requisite for the use of diffusion theory, the

can be made selectivelyby groups.

3.4.2 Reduction of Dimensionality

Egyation

by the simple

of time, that

Ns+l from Eq.

(3-6) can be reduced to a

of the source term, a

difY?usionapproximation

sequence of steady-state problems

assumption, requiring only that $ be a continuous fhnction

%*= @s+~+Ns)/2” Using this relationship to remove

(3-6) gives

~(Ai+lNi+l -

~sV/vAt is then

AiNi) ... (u+2/vAt)NV= SV+2NsV/vAt (3-63 )

the source of neutrons transmitted into the time in-

terval from the previous time step. With kncswnvalues of Ns, either from

initial data or from calculation in a previous time interval, Eq. (3-63)

can be solved for N ~en~ Ns+l = 2Ns~ -s+ “

next time interval.

If the time dependence of all fluxes and
. .

canbe approximatedby N = Nf(t), S = Sf(t),

ent, then time dependence can be eliminated

S& At

.

(Ns+l - if d(hf)Ns)/vAt +~~=r ~t

If f = eht, Eq. (3-6) becomes, tividing sJ.I.

Ns is the input for the

sources is such that they
m

with N and ~ the independ-

entirely. In the limit of

(3-64)

terms by f,



.
~(Ai+lNi+l -Aiiii) ... (a+$)fi=:v (3-65)

The quantity L/v,

is frequently the

the time absorption, appears as a correction to c and

object of an implicit eigenvslue search.

Total elimination of spatial variables is also possible. For in-

stance, in rectangular geomet~, suppose that the y dependence of the

flux is such that a ditision theory shape is adequate. Set N =

~cos (ny/2b), assuming that N is time independent and that the flux

vanishes at y = ~b. Considering, for

problem with an isotropic source, Eq.

J = -B@j+l - iij)/6vu = -(Xj+l

= -i(cos[fi(y+’@/2bl - Cos

of small by,

J =$xsin(xy/2b)/6ab

convenience, a time independent

(3-62) can be used to determine J

ti;)/3u2iY =
QJ

(sty/2b)]/30& or, in the limit

(3-66)

This relationship can be used to eliminate J from the balance e~ation,

Eq. (3-56), since

B
j+lJj+l -BJ

77 .
f!ypo

Finally, if

to be given

i&(l@ba)2cos(lIy/2b)/3 (3-67)v

there are no external sources, or if all sources ~ assured

by S = ~cos(Jcy/2b), Eq. (3-56) becomes
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A i’.i+l 1+1 -AFi “*” -a21fiv = Sv6[1 + * (2bc

and the Lyyof A, C,and V cancel. That is, the two-dimensional

(3-68)

area and

volume elements cm be used. Equation (3-68) is then a two-dimensional

equation with a buckling absorption correction to the total.cross section

to approximate

csn be made to

correction can

the effects of y direction leakage. The sane correction

the x-z dependent form of Eq. (3-6). The same type of

also be used to remove x dependence as we~snd the cor-

rection is additive. If the xthickness is 2a the effective total cross

section becomes

a[l+ (fi/2ba)2/3+ (fi/2aa)2/3]

The above correction canbe made assundng either that b is

mensionor that b is an extrapolated hsM-width related to

(3-69)

an actual.di-

the actual

half-width t byb = t + b. To the order of approximation made above

b = 2/3a, but inEq. (3-6) b =0.71045Xt~c can be used. Here, Xtr is

the transport mean free path

c = (V13;+ &)/L7g0

The cancellation of the

and c is the local secondaries

assumed y shape fYom all terms

ratio

of the equa-

tionwas fortuitous. Had the shape N = ;[1 - (y/b)2] been used the

derivatives of EqS.(3-66)and (3-67) would have given ~A/3crb2which does

not contain N as a factor. In this situation a y average can be used.

The average of the correction is divided by the average of N. In other

words, Eq. (3-56) is integrated over y and divided by the y integral of

N. For the gpadratic shape N = ~[1 - (y/b)2] this process gives



<; (2f/3ch2)dy/fb i[l - (y/b)2]dy = l/ab2
-b

(3-70)

and the comected total cross section is 0[1 + l/(crb)2].

3.4.3 Source Simplifications

Practically all source simplifications involve additional.approxi-

mations. Computationallythe most profitable are those simplifications

which reduce the complexity of saisotropic scattering. IYequently, Eq.

(3-25) is simply truncated after the L= Otermtogive Eq. (3-26).

Some anisotropic scattering effects can be included within the fhanework

of isotropic scatteringby making the transport approximation. For within

group scattering this approximation subtracts CJs
%3

from ag and as
o~

6
while for group-to-group scattering a variety of recipes are available.

By incluctbg aJJ scattering effects in isotropic cross sections, all the

sums of Eq. (3-25) and the time consuming computation of Legendre flux

moments are eliminated.

To insure iterative stability or to accelerate convergence it is

sometimes useful to trauspose terms to the source side of the egpation.

In the buckling correction made above the cross section correction is a

true absorption which belongs on the loss side of the equation. But if

a more complicated flux shape had been assumed, or if a pointwise cor-

rection had been made, the correction might have been negative. ‘Ihen

the negative correction, say c%, could have been trazqosed to the

I
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source side

side of the

by N-ti-I-

This device

tingVcrs N
Ogg

term VaN to

of the equation. When terms are transposed to the source

egyation the angular dependence of the flux is approximated

3@+ 37J+ 33K or higher orders of anisotropyif desired.

can be used to define a modified transport tieor~ by subtrac-

fkom the lef% hand side of Eq. (3-9), thus charging the

ogg(fi+ 3pI+3qJ+3~K) from theVa%, aud subtractingVas

right hand side. This approximation removes from the source term side

of Eq..(3-9) the isotropic component VusO=fig of in-group scattering

(see Eq. (3-29)), which has certain advantages in numerical solutions

as will become apparent later.

Inverse transpositions are also possible. If, say, the t- ab-

sorption is very large, a portion of the source term might be moved to

the left side of the equation to reduce the size of the collision term.

FinaXly, if the average velocity change per collision is smsJJ-com-

psredto group width, u age theory type assumption canbe made, letting

collision contributions

Under these conditions,

trons per unit speed to

to Scomeonlyfromgrmps g+land g-1.

Ng shouldbe redefined to be the number of neu-

al.lowwithin-group structure, i.e., derivatives

with

3.5

respect to speed.

Solution of Discrete Ordinates Egpations

Equation (3-6), when written for curved geometry, is a very general

statement of the neutron transport equation and can be used to describe

very complicated problems. Because complicated problems can be
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computationally

as well.as sure

below are based

\
are selected on

time consuming, methods of solution must be efficient

and accurate. Thus, while some of the methods described

on mathematical and physiczd.principles, other methods

the pragmatic basis that they ae the s~lest rather

than the most accurate. If it is felt that such considerations are in

some sense a lowering of standards, it should be remembered that, as of

early 1965, no genersl solution of the three space dimensioned trans-

port equation has been attempted, and two-dimensional, time independent

problems typically require a few hours on the fastest coqnting machines.
*

The curved geometry form of Eq. (3-6) contains eleven fL.uces

(Ns+l - Ns)v/vAt + ~(Ai+lNi+l - AiNi) + ?(Bj+lNj+l o BjNj) +

(3-55)

+ ~(ck+l%+l - ckNk)+ (a~N~-CZm~Nm+)/Wm +aW=SV

only five of which can be assumed known from calculations in adjoining

cells, previous directions, or previous time steps. The additional

flux eqyations which are necessary in order to solve Eq. (3-55) are

provided by difference relationships.

3.5.1 Elementary Difference Methods

The “diamond” difference equations provide a

of flux relationships. Regpiring only continuity

particularly simple set

of Ng~&) for

*Even a very complex
for solution.

one-dimensionalproblem requires only a few minutes



application, these

Ns+l + Ns = Ni+l +

relations are

‘i= N~+l+Nj =Nk+l+Nk=]T~+ ‘m~=a (3-71)

and state simply that the arithmetic average of the cell “surface”

averages is the average of Ng over the entire cell. These equations

lead to a simple recursion relation for N and generally provide good

accuracy relative to the computational effort involved.

If it is assumed that Ni, N
Y % ‘s’ and Nma are known, that is,

if the calculation is proceeding in the direction of positive cosines,

increasing time,and increasing direction index, then Eq. (3-71) is used

to eliminate N
i+-l} ‘j+l~ ‘k+l’ ‘S+tmd ‘m@ fromEq. (3-55),which is

then solved for N in terms of the known fluxes. Simple substitutions

give

@Ni + qBN + &Nk + + %Ns + Sv
N=

2@i+l+ ‘Bj+l + 2~ck+l + ~# + ;V + OV
(3-72)

where A = Ai+l + Ai, B = B +Bj, C=Ck+l+Ck, a =o!
j+l ~+ ~m.&

and ; = 2/vAt. Since there is no curvature in the j and k directions

aj+l =B ‘d 2ck+l = c“ The curvature equation, Eq. (3-10] canbe

used to write
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(3-73)

which allows Eq. (3-72) to be expressed as



@Ni + rIBIY.i-~CNk + ~m~w + ~W~ + SV
N= (3-74)

@+qB+~C+a/w+%V+(JV

In the above form, N, the average flux in the cell, is the weighted

average of all the flux sources in the ce12..

Equation (3-74) is completely general except that additional cur-

vature terms may be needed. Such terms can be added by inspection.

The specialization of Eq. (3-74) for systems of reduced d.imensionality

is accomplishedby removing terms. For example, the form applicabk

to time independent problems is obtained by letting ; = O. Computa-

tiondly, the relation of Eq. (3-74) is advantageous because many of

the same coefficients appear twice and portions of these can be pre-

computed. Further simplification is obtained by dividing each term

of the numerator and denominator by V, remembering that a is propor-

tional.to area elements in the i direction.

Once N is determined from Eq. (3-74), the remd.ning unknowns are

found from Eq. (3-71). These fluxes are then used as inputs for the

next time-space-direction celJ.,and

Iterative solution is .reqyiredonly

curacy in calculation, the ordering

solution proceeds recursively.

because S depends on N. For ac-

of the progression from ceU. to

cell must be such that no

Eq. (3-74). The strategy

in Section 3.6 below.

cancellation occurs in the denominator of

employed to avoid cancellation is described
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IX evaluation of fluxes is proceeding in the negative ~ direction

the appropriate recursion egpation for N is obtained by replacing ~

by-g and Nk by Nk+l. Similarly if q is negative q is ?x@.acedby -~

by N ; while if both directions are negative, both replacements
‘dNj+l j

are made,md so forth for all conibinaticmsof direction cosines. These

replacements are simply the result ofusi.ng Eq. (3-71) inEq. (3-55)

to solve for N. ti contrast to spatial directional evaluation, pro-

gression on the m index can be ordered so that Nu~ ~ways appeus h

the recursion relation, while time evaluation naturally proceeds in the

ttlrectionof increasing time. Thus, actual calculations can be per-

formed with a single recursion relation, using magnitudes of direction

cosines and entering the formula with appropriate fluxes.

While initisl values of the spatially dependent

by boundary conditions and initisl conditions supply

the time dependent flux, some i.nitialvalnes of N
ma

fluxes are given

the first values of

are needed when the

geometry is curved. These values are found byexamining Eq. (3-55) in

directions in which there is no angular redistribution. In one-dimen-

sional spherical geometry, as can be seen fromEq. (3-30), N = -1 is a

direction in which the angular derivative vanishes and is also a direction

suitable for initiating a recursive solution beginning at the outer bound-

ary of a sphere. In the other curved geometries described h Table III-1

several.starting directions are

of Fig. III-2, these Mrections

i=12 /, ,...,n2. In order tiat

needed. With

correspond to

these special

the aagul.arorientations

ah?l=o, tii=(l-Ei);

directions not affect
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symmetries of a quadrature set, they sre assigned zero weight. For

these directions, then, N* = Nm# and from the diamond difference

relations, N* = (Ni + Ni+l)/2. Also for these directions, am+ = O;

and as Wm approaches zero, Eq. (3-I.0)gives

mJC%lw = ‘Vm(Ai+l - ‘i)
am

Thus, for these special directions, the curvature term is

(~m*N* ‘~m+Nm+)/wm= Vm(Ai -Ai+l)(Ni+l+Ni)/2

(3-75)

(3-76)

which, when combined with the similar term in Eq. (3-55), gives

%+1 - Ns) V/vAt + @(Ni+l - Ni)/2 +~(Bj+lNj+l - BJNj) +

(3-77)

+ ‘(ck+lNk+l - ~Nk) + tYNV= SV

A recursion relation for N obtained from this equation differs from Eq.

(3-74) only in the absence of the C%terms. Hence, in practice, Eq.

(3-74) is used in dd. cases, with zero a for the s~cial directions.

The special.initial.recursion relation can be eldninated by employing

less accurate difference relations. The relatively crude “step function”

relations assume that N is constant over the mesh cell. That is, the un-

known boundsry N’s are assumed to equal the average flux in the cell.

For V, q, and ~ positive these relations are

N= Ni+l = N. = Nk+l = N5+1 =
J+l ‘31H-#j (3-78)
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Substituting these in Eq. (3-55) gives

PAiNi + qB N + ~CkNk + am~Nm~wm -I-VNs/vAt + VS

‘i+l =

d@i+l + ~Bj+l + ~ck+l + 0“ wm + V/vAt + VO
(3-79)

Since for the special &Lrections in curved geometries = O, theam+

above recursion relation is applicable for all geometries. As in the

case of diamond model difference scheme, proper directional evaluation

of Eq. (3-79) insures that the terms of the numerator and denominator

remin positive and hence that unfortunate csnceU.ations do not occur.
*

Both Eq. (3-74) and Eq. (3-79) have the property that individual

terms correspond to quantities which, physically, are positive. If the

dismond difference scheme is solved for a recursion for Ni+l, as was

originally done, this valuable property is lost.

terms in the numerator, the relation occasionally

I.ationsand an incorrect estimate of the worth of

method. However, Eq. (3-74) has been found to be

With some negative

led to flux oscil-

the diamond difference

both reliable and ac-

curate. In general, its accuxacy and simplicity have warranted its use

in preference to the step flmction recursion relation.

+
The special directions and associated evaluations can also be avoided
by dete~~ N~,i~ when no Nm~,i~ iS a~i~ble) from Nm,i@

~dfii~by~ne~ ~te~oktion. !Chisprocedure has so far only been

explored in the case of modified transport theory and n = 2 which in
one space dimension is equivalent to diffUsion theory. See Section
3.5.4.



3.5.2 More General Difference Relations

It is possible to make various adhoc combinations of step and

diamond difference schemes or to use weighted dismond relationships

such aa aNi+l + (l-a)Ni = N. However, a

partially explored, possibility is to use

the flux ~~~t) and obtain difference

finitions of celd.averages. Suppose that

mom fruitful, albeit only

functional relationships for

relations by applying the de-

* = ~(x~v) otiyadtiat,

in the cell shown in Fig. III-5, $ is represented by, including

Fig. III-5

centered subscripts,

W(x) V) = Wm,i++ + (*m, i+* - *m,i)(x-=)/(=-x+ ) +

+

1
The above is a expression, linear

J.

(3-W)

3(P& + v~ - 2fi)(~- vm~)‘1(2W4+P&-31)(lJ4- vm+)

in x aud quadratic in V, that assumes

the value ~ atx=xi, y=~; the value $ atx=;,~=
m,i m+, i~

wm~; and the value $m,i~. at x = Z, W = L. Further, if X = (xi+l + Xi)/2

the x and w averages of Eq. (3-&l), as defined in Section 3.1.2, are

given simply by N 1 = ~m,i+& ‘m>im,i~ ‘ Vm,i} ad ‘ma, i~ = ‘~, i~”

For examp~ N I is defined by
m,i%

(3-81)
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and the result of this average of Eq. (3-80)is ~m,i~. Now with

Y(x,V) given by Eq. (3-80) the M aversge of ~(xi+l>v), which by

definition is N
m,i+l

gives N
m,i+l

= 2*
m,i+& - *m,i or Nm,~+1 + Nm,~ =

~m, i+&
which is a diamond difference relation. However, the x aver-

(P* - m~ +2Pm+ - 31)
-. . —. (3-82)

Equation (3-82) is a weighted diamond difference relation. m;is

taken to be (V& + aIJm4)/(a+lj a is a(2-a)/(2a-1), S.ndthe weight-
E

choice is dependent upon the selection of an average cosine. This

cosine may be selected arbitrarily,or alternatively, it may be deter-

mined by substitutingEq. (3-&)) in the applicable ansl.ytictransport

equation and requiring, say, that the v aversge of the equation is

satisfied at some point in the cell.

Clearly, ~ representationsmore complicated than Eq. (3-80) can

be used and more conditions satisfied. For instance, a flux form

matching known fluxes at the three corners of the celd could be used

to find expressions for the cell average and remaining corner fties.

Higher polynomial relations can be assumed so that, in addition to

boundary fluxes, other conditions are matched. However, the result-

difference sad recursion relations quickly become more complicated than
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the diamond scheme, aad such methods have not been tested. There-is

undoubtedly a balance point at which benefits due to increased accuracy

are offset by increased computational effort. Even with the dizunond

difference assumption, choice of spatial mesh size is fh?equentlydic-

tated by the requirement of resolving spatial detail rather than by

the requirement of accuracy.

3.5.3 SimpI.ificationsin me Space Dimension

As m?ntioned above, iterative solution of the recursion relation

of Eq. (3-74) is req@red because S depends upon N. In one-dimensionail.

problems Eq. (3-9) becomes

(3-83)

with subscripts i aud m only. It is

to a set of equations which, at each

possible to trausform Eq. (3-83)

space point,may be solved, once

‘7)8 ~e t~sfor-and for all.,for Nm by a form of matrti inversion.

mation is necessary to insure numerical stability -d is similar to

the one described below for solution of the difYusion equations. Whe&er

or not this special form

than direct iteration is

b diffusion theory

source can be subtracted

of solution involves fewer numerical operations

an unexplored qpestion.

a~roximations the in-group flux terms of the

from similar terms on the loss side of the

equation so that no in-group iteration is needed. In one space dimension

the resulting equations are, from Eqs. (3-56) md (3-60,
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A
i+lli+l -

AiIi+ (a - U:u )Nv= (E- U:=TJ)V

(3-84)

outer, iteration). By

+ Ti and 21 = Ii+l +

contain ~ or I

fission, Vafti,

where the source terms no longer

for the possibility of isotropic

separate,

x = fii+l

relations

tally stable with respect to round-off

tions in terms of two unknowns p and q

for the group (except

which is hariiledas a

using the diamond difference equations

1+ it is possible to write recursion
J.

for~and I. Unfortunately, these equations are not numeri-

error. However, rewriting eqpa-

such that

(3-85 )

leads to stable recursion relations forp and q. These relations are

foundby substituting

and~ are replaced by

eliminating fii+lfrom

the form 1. = fi?<- g. Equating

Eq. (3-85), 1 = i+l, into Eq. (3-84) in which I

their diamond difference equivalents. Then,

the two resultQ equations

J. J.

Pi = ‘pi+l ‘“i+l + uo@ +

fandgtopsnd

‘2Aaol/(Pi+#al +

gives an equation of

q of Eq. (3-85) gives

AAi + Ulao)
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where the abbreviations

(JO= (0 - o:m)v/2,

so = (E - Cg@)v ,

al = 3(6 - CJQv

S1 = 6(s1 - U>)v

(3-87)

sm used. ?!henumerically stabk recursion relations of Eq. (3-86)

are applied by starting at en outer boundary Where ~+1 md Pi+l ~

given by boundary conditions. Computation proceeds recursively until

the inner boundary is reached. At the inner bouudary fiiis determined

by boundsry conditions and then computed for increashg i f%om the re-

lation

which is obtained

Aiq + ‘o‘/(Ai+I.pi+I+ Co) (3=)00)Fi + ‘i+l~+l -

from the first equation of (3-84) by using Eq. (3-85)

to eliminate Ii snd Ii+l. At the sane time ~ is computed I is csJmu-

l.atedfrom Eq. (3-85).

In terms of an albedo, O ~ r ~ 1, and the ratio ~ = (1-r)/(l+r~3,

the inner boundary condition is I = -13Nand

is I = ~N where 1, N,and f3are evaluated at

From Eq.

p.

f=

(3-85), b~dary conditions become

p q=o, outer bauxlary

q/(P + P), inner boundary

the

the

outer boundary condition

appropriate boundary.

(3-89)
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The trsasformation of Eq. (3-85) is a reflection principle, simila?

to that introduced in the technigye of invariant imbedding, which is

used to establish a relationship between the incoming and outgoing

neutron flow. By its application, solution of the diffusion equations

is reduced to a two-pass traverse of the system, an incoming pass to

find p and q and an outgoing pass to find I and =. If the principle

is applied directly to the discrete ordinates form of the transport

8
equatio~ Eq. (3-85) becomes a vector-matrti relationship; and, as

mentioned above, the question of matrix inversion time arises. Unfor-

tunately, no way has been found to apply the principle to multi-di-

mensional problems. However, in two dimensions, say, the three dif-

fusion equations (one flux and two current equations) can be treated

as two pairs of one-dimensioned.equations. First the J currents can

be assumed known while the flux and I current equations are solved as

above. Then, using the latest values of ~ and I, the flux and J cur-

rent equations can be solved as a separate one-dimensional.pair, etc.

This process, in effect a detailed buckling iteration, was examined

for efficiency in several simple two-dimensional problems. Compared

to solutions of the second order ditierential difYusion equations it

was found to be considerably faster; however, the method was only cortrpa-

rabl.ein speed to iteration of the S2 transport equations which> as

mentioned in Section 3.4.1, contain more information and are presum-

ably more accurate.
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3.5.4 Diffusion Theory Solutions Within the lbxuneworkof Trans-

~ort !l!heo~

One srgument for using difision theory solutions is that diffusion

theory gives accurate results in energy groups where transport theory

solutions - slowly converging. To overcome this slow convergence,

diffusion theory solutions are often used selectively,by energy group,

or in the esrly phases of a computation. A method of diffusion theory

solution that is applicable to &Ll geometrical dimensional.itiesand

that fits within the frsmwork of the transport theory solutions pre-

ciously described is the following. For notational.clarity the dis-

crete ordinates eqyation, Eq. (3-55)> iS mitten for one-~nsio@

spherical geometry assuming a single incoming smd a single outgoing

direction. Letting p = l/~3 and letting N-

rectional flux the incoming flux equation is

-@i+lZ+l + @iN~ + W(Ai+l - Ai)N + #N-V =

= V(Q– -t-F+ 3&J)

denote the incoming di-

.

(3-9)

The average flux N and the current J are defined, in terms of N- and the

uutgo~ fl.ux,N+, by

N = (N+ + N-)/2 J = W(N+ - N–)/2

sad hence

N= N-+3PJ

(3-91)

(3-92)
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!rhislast equation was used to trsmspose a&N-V (cr +

the left to the right side of the equation so that ~ =

Q- is the incoming component of external.sources, here

as
Ogg ‘ a) from

us - CrsOgg U313”
including

sources external to the group. The curvature term is represented in

the sane approximation as tu the derivation of diffusion theory. Using

Eq. (3-92) smd the diamond relation ~- = N; + N~+l in Eq. (3-90)

gives the recursion for the incoming flux

P-%+1-(Ai+l- Ai)JO + V(Q-+ F+ 3@J0)
N- =

pll+d-v
(3-93 )

Above, J is given a superscript to in&Lcate that previous information

is needed to compute the current and that iteration is necessary. For

the outgoing flux

@i+lz+l
- @LiN;+l - dAi+l - Ai)N + #%N+ = V(Q+ + F - 3W-J)

The ssme substitutions as for the incoming flux give

N+ .
IJAN~+ (Ai+l M Ai)(pN-+ Jo) + V(Q+ + F - 3piJ0)

2@i+l
i- Ci’”v

(3-94)

(3-95)

Iteration solution of Eqs. (3-93) - (3-95) is be~by as- a

value of Jo, traversing inward to compute N- and outward to compute N+.

From these values, the current is recomputed to repeat the calculations.
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The recursion relations above are very similar to Eq. (3-74) and

cm easily be imbedded within that transport theory formla so that

selective diffusion theory solution is feasible. ‘lhesum of Eqs.

(3-94) ~d (3-X) gim the neutron balance equation despite the fact

that Jo depends upon previous information. Because Eq. (3-92) was

used to form each recursion, the solutions also satisfy neutron balanc~

snd no etira effort is needed to guarantee that balance is maintained*

(cf. the subject of scaling, Section 3.7.1).

3.6 ~inciples of Solution ~aluation

Once a set of recursion relations is decided upon, every effort

is used to insure that they sre accurately evaluated. The desirability

of obtaining relations with positive numerator and denominator terms

has already been emphasized. Two other aids to accurate computationare

the use of negative flux fix-ups and the application of the principle

of directional evaluation.

3.6.1 Directional Evaluation - Following the Neutron Flow

Accuracy is genersXLy improved if the coupling among flmces is

relatively weak, that is, if the recursion relation represents an at-

tenuation relation. The idea here is that if effects of far distant

fluxes (fluxes separatedby many indices) sre important, they mst be

*Had N = N+ - 3@ been used to form the recursion for N+ symmetrical
formulae would have been obtained but neutron balance would have been
sacrificed.
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passed, bymany successive calculations,to the point of interest, de-

creasing accuracy. Physically, attenuation relations are obtained by

following neutron flows. Spatisll.y,the neutron flux is attenuated

most in those &Lrections of most nearly directly inward or outward

flow. Hence, it is advisable to begin calculation in the most inward

(to begin with outer boundary conditions) &Lrection andthen to proceed

smoothly to the next most tiward direction. By proceeding in this

fashion an inward spatial.traverse is made for sXL incoming directions

before inner boundary conditions are imposed and the outward traverse

is begun. ~ several tthnensionsthe procedure is more complicate~but

the principle is the same. For illustration consider a cube h the first

octant of a rectangular coordinate system with the back bottom left

corner at the origin. Here calculation is begun at the Hont top right

corner with V, O, and ~ negative. Then, beginning with the most nega-

tive V, q, and E an inward xtraverse is made slong the front top edge.

With fixed ~ and &inward traverses are made along this edge until all

negative p are covered, and then outward traverses are made for each posi-

tive V. Next, with sm inward and outward series of traverses for nega-

tive and positive v on each z level, a downward traverse is made along

the front face successively following EKL negative ~ flow. In turn an

upward z traverse is made, again traversing inward ad outward direc-

tions. Finally the inward-outward y traverse is begun with x and z

traverses in each plane para3J.elto the fixmt surface. Such a procedure

entails eight major sweeps through the directional mesh, one sweep for

each octant of directions.
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As implied by the above, directional.evaluation &long uniformly

chsnging vslues of direction cosines is also importsnt. In one-di-

mensional plane geometry for instance, each direction is independent

of the other and the order of directional solution is conceptually

immaterial. In practice, huwever, the flux at p = -1 csn be very dif-

ferent than the flux at v = O, say; and by proceeding v = -1, 0, -0.9...

rather than in the order v = -1, -0.9...0,... flux oscil.)ationscan

be introduced.

In energy also, solution is guidedby neutron flow. Since slowing

down neutron flows are most frequent, calculations are customarily

begun at the highest neutron speeds. Then, a maximum amount of fresh

infomnation is passed from group-to-grou~snd the effects of absorption

attenuation enhance accuracy.

3.6.2 Flux and Source Fix-ups

Even if aK1.the terms of Eq. (3-74) are positive, insuring a suc-

cessful calculation of N, the use of the difference equations (3-71.)

to extrapolate across a mesh cell may produce negative fluxes. These

values used as input to adjoining cells may then result in catastrophic

oscil.la.tionsin or negative values of the scab.r flux. In practice

these situationsusualJy arise when cross sections are large or in-

adequate spatialm?sdution is used (too many mean free paths per cell

width), but somelxbnesoccur in the early stages of calculationswhen

the flux is grossly in error. To prevent the propagation of these
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negative values, flux fix-up routines are used. On the _physicsJ.grounds

that fluxes are always non-negative and that a negative Ni+l, Nj+l’ ‘k+l’

Ns+l, N* is merely the result of an over-enthusiastic extrapolation,

the otiending flux is set equal to zero. Then a new recursion relation,

obtained from Eq. (3-55) by equating the previously negative flux to

*
zer~ is used to recompute the remaintig fluxes. These em again tested

for positivity and corrected, if necessary. ll?more than one flux is at

first negative, only one negative flux is set to zero before recomputing,

hoping that recomputation wi13,improve sXL remaining fluxes. This pro-

cedure is continued until sJJ.fluxes are either positive or zero. This

method, which requires seversl different recursion relations to cover

&El possibilities, has successfdll.ypreventednegative fluxes in situ-

ations where previous, simpler recipes have failed. In addition, the

method has been tested in a consistent manner. In a plane slab critical.

calculation a normal computation produced no negative fluxes and gave a

known result. When the direction cosines were re-ordered, negative

fluxes occurred, but these were correctedby fix-up routines to give the

ssme lamwn answer.

K1.thou@ aXL the terms of Eq. (3-74) are normally positive, situ-

ations arise when either the source or total.cross section may be nega-

tive. Cross sections maybe negative due to time absorption or buckling

corrections, (n,2n) reactions treated as negative absorption, or whhsicsl

*
This procedure ensures that neutron conservation is maintained.
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use of cross section recipes. Sources may be negative due to anisotropic

scattering approximations. For instance, if the source is represented

by a linear anisotropic expansion, S = So + 3pSl, S1 maybe large enou@

to force S negative for some values of p. While a negative source may

sometimes be tolerated because it may be overwhehed by the remaining

terms of the numerator of Eq. (3-74), the negative cross section is more

dangerous. Both negative sources and cross sections are el.iminatedby

transpositions of the type discussed in =ction 3.4.3.

3.7 Iteration Cycles snd Convergence Criteria

3.7.1 Inner Iterations

The cycle of

(self-scattering)

inner iteration.

calculations in a given group in which the within group

collision source is successively recom@ed is termed

Based on the best available information, the within

group source is computed and then a complete traverse, through all di-

rections and space cells, is made to compute the angular flux. This

process is, by definition, one inner iteration.

The iterative process is terminated when two successive self’-scat-

tering sources differ, by some established criterion, by less thsn a

prescribed amountc Convergence is accelerated and system wide neutron

conservation is insured by a process known as

balance equation, obtained bymltipl.ying Eq.

over ~ is

Scaling. The neutron

(3-55) by wm ~d ~
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A
i-t-lli+l- ‘iii + ‘ji-lJj+l-

+ (F + (&&J = (s’ -1-

‘jJj + Ck+l%s+l

ts&F )V

Above, # -1-CJsOgg =

that this flux is a previous value; smd were

(3-96)

On the right ~ indicates

it not for this fac~ Eq.

(3-96) would be an exact statement of neutron balance. The difference

between the actual collision source and the correct collision source re-

presents an error in the form of a fslse source. By introducing a

scale factor f as a parameter, the flux level over the whole system can

be adjusted so that, over the system, the false source is zero. ltilti-

plying Eq. (3-96) by f and rearranging the source terms gives

f ‘i+lli+l - ‘jJj + %+1%+1- ‘iii + ‘j+lJj+l - $& i-(Ur+ a:w)rwl =

=fas ‘N i-VS’ + fa~= @ - i)v + (f-l)s’vOgg

If the only terms on the right of this e~ation were f as-m+SW,
Ogg

(3-97)

then the equation would be an exact statement of balance for a flux level

fN and the correct fixed source VS’. Thus, if f is chosen so that the

remaining terms vanish, neutron conservation is assured. However, with

a single constant f, the best that cam be

dition, ssy to make the system average of

vanish, i.e., let

done is to satis~ one con-

the additional source terms



Z[f(Js (Rp-ti) +( f-l)s’lv=o
R

Ogg

or, choose f according to

f = x s’v/x [C&y - w+S*IV
R R

(3-99)

where R denotes summation over sLL cells. The scale factor of Eq. (3-99)

is used to adjust all fluxes before beginning another inner iteration.

OS% approaches Z a~=fi~ f approa~es unitY* At tie ex-% z as
R R

pense of more complicated eqpation solving, additional scaling unlamwns

could be introduced to guarantee neutron conservationwithin system

subdivisions. Generalizations of

widely explored.

Based on the

that iteration be

scaling process

terminated when

the scaling process have not been

a possible convergence criterion is

the false suurce is smald-,i.e., when

where @’ is the aversge non-collision source per group}
avg

(3-~)

determi.nedby

dividing the total system source (based on previous information)by the

numiberof groups, and e is a specified convergence precision. Arelated

test is to require that

H
z LYs jwi’ppqvg
R=l ‘m

(3-I.01)
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where the more stringent condition on the left is bslsnced by the

statistical.relaxation on the right, H being the total number of space

cells. Both of the above tests are volume weighted aversges of errors

and tend to emphasize errors in large cells and neglect errors h small

cells. Generslly this emphasis is the one of interest; but occasionally

the detailed behavior of the flux is importsat,and then the very strin-

gent test

Max p-i@’pE (3-I.02)
over R

should be used.

3.7.2 Oxter Iterations

Once inner convergence is obtained in the first group, the csJ..cu-

I.ationproceeds to the second group. The cycle of cskulationwhich

obtains converged inuer solutions for all.groups, beginning with group

one and ending with group G, is termed au outer iteration. In this

cycle of iteration collision and fission sources are recomputed. ‘I!he

down scattering source canbe computed for E&L lower energy groups as

soon as an inner iteration is finished, but upscattering collision

sources and the fission source camnot be computed until an outer iter-

ation is finished. U? there is no upscatter or fission source (implying

that an external source must exist in at least the first group) one

outer iteration concludes the calculation. H, however, fission or
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upscattering sources are present,

after an outer iteration, and the

tinued until sources stabilize.

the total source must be recomputed

outer iterative process must be con-

The upscattering source is an implicit source analogous to the

in-bgroupscattering source of inner iteration, and a similar scaling

procedure can be used to accelerate convergence and insure neutron con-

servation in the mea. A scaling condition is obtained from the balance

equation for the whole system, i.e., from Eq. (3-96) summed over all

groups

(3-103)Z (Lg,R + agmgv) = :Vsg
~

For brevity all the current terms are sy?ibolizedby L, for leskage. Now

from the definition of the source term, Eq. (3-29),

(3-lo4)

where the snisotropic collision terms vanish in the m sum made ti form

Eq. (3-96) andQg is the isotropic

From the definition of differential

=C7a+% t!3

VT;+

-u:+

: (TS
h==l

ohg =

component of the external source.

scattering cross sections

z as s
Ohg +aogg

+~a==
h<g -g ‘hg

d u
c1 +Cs + u
g O= g

(3-~5)
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where

these

G

the superscripts d mdu refer to down and up scattering. With

definitions Eq. (3-103) becomes

where,

G
= Z V(Qg+Xg#) + ; V(ah%h+

g.1 h=l

again, p indicates that fission and

(3-I-06)

cr:m~+O?)

upscatter sources depend on

previous information. NCJWif Eq. (3-106) is summed over all cells, the

self-scatter terms cancel since the volume average of the self statter

terms was tie equal by inner iteration. The down scatter terms sJ,.so

vanish because the sane X is used to compute each. Then, except for

upscatter imbalance, Eq. (3-I_06)states that the system leakage and

absorption egyal.s

Z [L + (u: +
g,R

g,R

the system source:

u:)Fgvl = .Z (au%
g,R

+QJv+xF%
R

Above,

of the

the fission spectrum normalization was used to

fission source. From Eq. (3-107) an upscatter

determined as for inner iteration,

(3-~7)

f zv(~+z Q )/V@’+Z [Qg+ a;(~ -fig)])
up=R

ggR g

perform the g sum

scale factor is

(3-I..O9)

AS with self-scatter scaling, more complicated recipes might be applied

to effect balance over sub-portions of the whole system.
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Convergence tests for upscattering are anslogous to those of Eqs.

(3-100) and (3-101) :

and

If there is no external source,

realizedto a specified leve~and dl

(3-~9)

the total fission source is nor-

flu.xdata sre mde consistent with

this normalization. After an outer iteration the fission source is re-

computed, ad the ratio

A = (z vT’)/(x d’) (3-KU)
R R

is calcuktedbefore the fission source and flux are renormslized. X

is the multiplication ratio. Before each succeeding outer iteration

the fission spectrum is mul.tipliedby l/A so that A tends tuwards unity

as iteration proceeds. In these terms the

stant is the product of the successive A.

sufficientwhen

system multiplication con-

Convergence of X is deemed

(3-IX?)

and when
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ZV IF-
R

where SS.vg‘s

and csn, in a

fission.

After both

outer iteration

the average total source in

subcritical system, contain

(3-U)

the group (as in Eq. (3-100))

au external source as well as

upscatter sad fission

cycle is terminated.

convergence tests are passed the

However, the calculation itself

may not be finished. Although the procedures so far described are suf-

ficient for source and criticality problems, more sophisticatedproblems

may be posed.

3=?-3 p~~etric Eigenval-ueSesrches

Once an outer iteration cycle is converged, an alteration of the

system may be tie, by adjusttig suitable parameters,in an attempt to

achieve a given multiplication level, usually criticality. Parameters

customarily altered are

absorption, or material

involving a sequence of

system dimensions (whole-system or zone), time

composition. In each case an iterative sesrch,

converged outer iteration cycles, is necessary

to find that value of the varied parameter which gives the desired multi-

plication. At this point in the iterative process, every effort must be

m.de to accelerate convergence since each converged outer cycle may be

very time consuming. Alternately, the time required for outer solutions

may be reduced by relaxing outer solution convergence criteria. That

is, in a critical thickness calculation obtaining an outer solution to
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six significant digits is wasted effort if the system dimensions are

yet to be modified by large amounts. A related method which has been

successful in reducing total iteration time uses artificial restriction

of the number of inner iterations until the eigenvalue sought has con-

verged to within, say, ten times the specified accuracy. This restriction

is based on the philosophy that early values of inner solutions need

not be extremely precise to give reasonable values of integral psz’ameters

such as the multiplication, snd that precision is most efficiently

obtained when the entire calculation is nesrly complete. In practice

this strategy has materially shortened computation times. UsuaX1.yit

is found that by the time the parametric eigenvalue has converged to

within ten times specified accuracy, inner iteration values have &lready

been obtained very accurately.

The search for parametric eigenvalues is usually made bypsrabolic

or linear extrapolation/interpolation. However, when convergence is

nearly complete, the numerical.derivatives involved may become unrelia-

ble. This difficulty is overcome by fixing the slope when A is within

a specified distance of unity. Iteration is terminated at that valne of

the psrsmetric eigenvalue for which X is within e of unity.

3.7.4 Im@icit Boundary Conditions

While the boundary condition of no incoming flux is easily satisfied

by using zero values of the flux for incoming directions at the boundary,

more complicatedboundary conditions require iterative solution.
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For instance, a reflective boundary condition on the right of a

plane slab regyires that the incoming flux in each direction be equal

to the outgoing fhuc in the reflected direction, i.e., the direction

with the ssme magnitude of direction cosine. Because the cskubtion

proceeds by following the flux fluw from the right to the I.&% for in-

coming directions and then from lef% to right for outgoing directions,

the outgoing flux on the right depends upon the modificatio~ by an

entire sequence of calculations, of the right boundary incoming flux.

Thus, with a reflective buundary condition, inner iteration must con-

tinue until incoming and outgoing fluxes match in detail as well as

until the fal-sewithin group statter source converges. unfo*tely,

the angular flux is, of all the fluxes, the least smoothed by integrating

processes and is the most susceptible to oscillations. ‘I!hus,unless con-

vergence is accelerated or unless a less stringent boundary convergence

test is made, a reflective outer boundary is likely to require lengthy

iteration. One method of improv~ the rate of convergenceutilizes

the linearity of the Boltzman.nequation. First, one inward-outwardpass

is made in which the inward directed flux on the right is taken to be,

in detail, the last available right Imundary outgoing flux. Then, before

normel inner iteration control tests are made, the outgoing flux from

this computation is used as an ticoming flux source for another inwrd-

outwaxd ~SS. The second pass is made with sdl other sources

to zero. Next, a multiple of the second solution is added to

solution in such a way that the total.right current is zero.

set equal.

the first

Normal.
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inner iteration procedures are executed on the combined results of each

set of two passes. Rather than insist on detaikd agreement between

ingoing snd outgoing fluxes, this iterative process may be terminated

when the right current is zero (within e) after the first of the two

inward-outwardpasses.

Other implicit boundary conditions canbe handled in a similar

fashion. The “white” boundary condition is an isotropic retuzn con-

dition; i.e., the incoming partial current is made up of equal angular

components. In this case a zero net current on the outer buu.nda.ryis

a precise convergence regpirement. Another implicit condition, the

periodic boundary condition, reqyires that angular fluxes on the left

boundary equal their counterparts on the right. ~is condition csn be

satisfied in detail or by requiring that the net flow through the system

vanish (within e).

In multidimensional systems, if integral convergence criteria m

used, all outer boundaries with the same type of condition can be lunpd

together and treated as a single surface.

3.8 A Numerical lhcampk

To clarify some of the techniques and procedures

scribed, consider a simple problem. Suppose the flux

constant sre to be determined h a homogeneous sphere

that have been de-

snd multiplication

of radius 2 cm.

Assume, for the sske of simplicity, that two energy groups, four equal

spat$al.intervals, and a n = 4 angular representationwill provide a
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sufficiently accurate solution. Again

scattering is isotropic, that there is

most of the fission neutrons which sre

second group are released in the first

for simplicity, assume that

no upscatterhgj and that

created by reactions in the

group. Geometric and angular

coefficients, cross sections, snd a fission spectrum reflecthg these

assumptions sxe given in Table III-2.

Table III-2

Apart from the relative coarseness of the geometric mesh and the arbi-

trarily selected cross sections the input data of Table III-2 defines a I

typicsl problem.

For a one-dhwnsionsl sphere the applicable form of the recursion

relation, Eq. (3-74), is

N
ii+,m =

(3-1.14)

where, for m = 1 the a terms are absent and for m = 4 and 5 N~ . is used

instead of

the entire

N. Values of lMmlA ad a/w~1+1,m“
which remain constant for

calculation, are listed in Table III-3. %./2’
for the

Table III-3

starting direction, is zero.

To begin calculation it is assumed that sillfluxes are zero and

that the only source is due to one fission neutron unifoml.y distributed

over the system. For the first group, then,
4

‘he ‘ourcevi+&si* ‘s

O“wi#(i:l ‘id ). That is, the fission source of Eq. (3-21) is the
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same in each cell and is normalized

whole system. Nine-tenths orXl of

group. The cslcula.tionbegins with

to unity when integrated over the

this source is released in the first

the straight inward direction, m = 1,

at the outside of the sphere. A vacuum boundary condition is assumed;

i.e., the neutron flux in the incoming CtI.rectionson the boundary is

zero. The space-clirectionmesh and calculation

III-6. With N4,~ = 0, Eq. (3-U4) (with a = O)

Because there

‘7/2,3/2; ‘d

both equal to

Fi& III-6

flow are shown

gives N7j2,~ =

is no angular redistribution in this direction N
7

in Fig.

0.0063134.

by the dismond difference scheme, Eq. (3-71), these are

~7/9 1“ Again from the diamond relations N3,1+ N4 ~ =
)

inward for m = 1. N3,1 provides input

‘2,1 ‘d ‘5/2,3/2 can be extrapolated

this fashion cakul.ation continues

‘or cOWtitiOn ‘f ‘5/2,1 ‘0 ‘at

and so on. The values of

‘i-l+j,3/2 generated by the inwszd traverse serve as input for the next

direction. After the first three directions have been traversed, cd-

culation begins at the center and proceeds to the outer boundary. Since

the geometry is spherical, center boundary values for directions four

and five are obtained from the central values of the flux in the re-

flected directions, i.e., N
0,9/2 = ‘o, 7/2 ‘d ‘o, ~2 = ‘o, 5/2 ● ‘u

average flux vshes,

mash, i.e., from one

Figure dSO diS@@S

‘&$r&lteratzon, are &splayed n fig III 7

obtained from a complete traverse of the

. . . . . . -0 The
K

values of the average flux, ~i~ =;w N.
~ m z+& m“

Fig. III-7
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Before the second iteration

lef’tside of Eq. (3-100) is

which is larger thau

is begun, convergence tests are made. The

(3-~5)

G+
avg

with e = 0.0001 and Spavg = 0.5. The test

of Eq. (3-101) also fails. The scale factor f ofEq. (3-99) is easily

found, since the volume sum of the grclp source is 0.9, to be f =

0.9/(0.9-0.0675174)= 1.C81104. This scale factor is used to adjust

the flux level of fii~ with results as shuwn in Fig. III-7. With first

iterate values offii~ available,the group source is correctedby adding

CJ‘ii V 1 to the umil.teredfission source. As inner iteration pro-
Ogg i& i-

ceeds, this portion of the

sion source remains fixed.

shown in Rig. III-8. Note

neutron

source is continuously revised while the fis-

A second inner iteration produces fluxes as

that the scale factor, in addition to pro-

Fig. III-8

conservation, accelerates convergence sincetiding system-wide

tie second iterate

fluxes. Also note

lz?rgerthan unity.

convergence tests;and a third iteration,with results as shown in

~ntieses in w. III-8, is neededto finish inner iteration in the

first group.

fluxes are indeed larger than the first iterate

that the new scale factor is much closer to but still

The second iterate flux vslues do not yet pass the
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Calculation next proceeds to the second group. The fission source

in this group, 0.1 of the totsl fission source, is supplementedby a

down-scatter source calculatedwith converged first group fluxes:

4
(3-sL6)

The a?mve source is the fixed source for the

rected by addition of a self-scatter source.

is calculated as soon as second group fluxes

second group and is cor-

This self-scatter scazrce

are avaikble and corrected

after each inner iteration. !I!heresults of three iterations necessary

for second group inner iteration convergence sxe summarized in Table

III-4. With inner iteration converged in both groups, outer convergence

Table III-4

tests are made. When the fission source is recomputed, Eq. (3-lJJ.)gives

(3-~7)

Af’tersix more outer iterations and a total of twenty-seven inner itera-

tions a converged outer iteration

havior of fluxes, multiplication

III-5*

terminates the

constan~and X

calculation. The be-

are summarized in Table

Table III-5

For the problem defined, the sphere is so smdd- that most (94.@J)

of the neutrons escape, md consequently the system is very subcritical.
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Most of the numerical values computed above were hand-calculated

and then cheeked by comparing with a special.edit of a current version

of a Los Almos one-dimensional trsnsport code.

Indeed, almost all of the methods described in this chapter are

presently (1965) applied in one- and two-dimensional, nmltigroup trans-

port codes for orthogonal geometries. In addition to the capabilities

here described these existing codes also solve the adjoint transport

equation by making shple transformations of sources and cross sections

entered for a regular computation.
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Fig. 111-4 Latitudinal Point Arrangement - Relaxation of Symmetry
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